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Respondents John and Deborah Rouwenhorst, on behalf of themselves and Desert
Foothills Dry, LLC

and Desert

Foothills

attorney Matthew Parks of Stacey

&

Wet, LLC

(collectively the

Parks, PLLC,

”Rouwenhorsts”), through their

hereby submit

this

Respondents’

Brief.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

l.

Statement of the Case

A.

The Rouwenhorsts do not disagree with the Statement of the Case

Gem

Appellants

County and the

Gem

County Board of Commissioners

as stated by

(collectively

”Gem

County”).

Facts

B.

and Procedural History

The Rouwenhorsts do not disagree with the

Gem

and procedural history set forth by

County, but additional facts and history should be considered by the Court. The

Rouwenhorsts restate and add to the

On

July 30, 2018, the

696 acres of property

a

an A—2 zoning classification.

parcel size of

4O

subdivided to

121—122;

R.

Id.

and procedural history as follows.
filed

an application (the ”Application”) to rezone

County, Idaho (the ”Subject Property”).

R.

115-120. The

rezone of the Subject Property from an A-l zoning classification to

Id.

acres. R. 126.

parcel size of 5 acres.

facts

Rouwenhorsts

Gem

in

Rouwenhorsts requested

R.

facts

The

The

Gem
Gem

County A—l zoning
County A-2 zoning

classification allows for

classification allows for

minimum
minimum

The Subject Property consists of five tax parcels and would need to be

accommodate

future development that contained

more than

five buildable lots.

213. The Rouwenhorsts did not request the Subject Property be subdivided.
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The Subject Property
(Area #3), as designated

Plan”). R. 122, 206.

acres

the

Area #3

is

located

Gem

in

Gem

County

for long

maintenance

in

County Residential Impact Area #3

designated for primarily residential development and allows for 5

were created

in

order to provide a

term planning, including planning for infrastructure improvements and

areas where residential development

On August

in

CountyJoint Comprehensive Plan (the ”Comprehensive

125. The county residential impact areas

lots. R.

framework

in

is

1,

2018,

Gem

was planned and forecasted.

The Application was provided t0

123.

Gem

”all

impact agencies" for

a

review by such agencies.

County received only three responses from such agencies.

is

194—195.

County Planning Services deemed the Application complete.

122.

The Subject Property

R.

R.

R.

Id.

adjacent to Black Canyon Road, a state highway under the

jurisdiction of the Idaho Transportation

Department

(”ITD”). R. 116, 124. ITD

responded that

it

objected to the rezone based on the lack of proper permits for the existing access points from

the Subject Property to the adjacent state highway.

R.

141—42. ITD did not object to the re-zone

based on any increased costs of services or impact on services

None
taxpayers of

to

Gem

it

provides.

Id.

of the impact agencies objected to the re-zone based on any future impact on the

Gem

County.

R. R.

County’s request for

140-43

(letters

comments on the

from the three impact agencies that responded
Applications).

None

of these agencies provided

any information concerning whether the re—zone would impact services provided by these
agencies.

Id.

The record contains no evidence or information to suggest the rezone

additional costs

upon current residents of

RESPONDENTS' BRIEF
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Gem

County’s planningjurisdiction.

will

impose

The Subject Property

already served by essential public services, such as

is

transportation, police, irrigation water,

utilities,

and education.

R.

115; 89-91,

||.

(testimony addressing public services already available to the Subject Property);

Subject Property

is

within the existing service area of

Emmett School

District

fire,

101-221

&

186—88. The

#221.

Id.

At the

time of the consideration of the Application, the enrollment of students was lower than

past. Id.

The Subject Property

Currently, the Subject Property

would not be impacted

if

within the service area of the

is

is

Gem

County Rural

in

the

Fire District. Id.

served by domestic water wells and septic systems, which

the Subject Property were rezoned.

Id.

Adjacent properties immediately to the South and West of the Subject Property have

been rezoned from A—1 to A—2
our property

is

in

accordance with the Comprehensive Plan.

R.

44,

||.

79—80 (”So

surrounded by and contiguous with A—2 zoning, and even some R-ls are

in

there”); see also R. 123.

Gem

County,

in

considering the Application,

was required to take

into account the

designation of the Subject Property as within Area #3 and the goals and forecasts for future

development

in

Gem

Comprehensive Plan
City of

County as articulated

is

in

the Comprehensive Plan.

R.

191. ”[T]he

the primary document which guides and controls land use within the

Emmett, the Area of

adopted

in

City Impact,

and

2007. Since 2007 development

Gem

in

County.”

Id.

The Comprehensive Plan was

Area # 3 has been consistent with the

Comprehensive Plan and almost 50% of the land within Area # 3 has been rezoned for
residential purposes. R. 177, 188.
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Gem

County

staff

Application. R. 130-139.

prepared and included

Gem

a

proposed development agreement with the

County’s zoning ordinance defines a development agreement as

”A contract between the applicant and the county to assure performance of the applicant on

any permit and for the payment of any impact

fees, bonds,

and obligations of the applicant related to the permits.”

development agreement proposed by

Gem

reimbursement

Gem

County imposed

a

fees, or other duties

County Code § 11-2-2. The
requirement that

development of the Subject Property, the Rouwenhorsts would have to obtain
(as

and

requested by the

(2)

Gem

County Road Department as

Gem

The Application, which was deemed complete by

plan.

However,

Gem

Gem

a traffic

to the

study

a condition of approval 0f the rezone)

apply for approval of the accesses onto Black Canyon Road with ITD.

plan. R. 113—120.

(1) prior

R.

130-139.

County, did not include a concept

County’s zoning ordinance does not mention or reference a concept

County’s subdivision ordinance defines a concept plan as follows:

A

preliminary presentation and attendant documentation

of a proposed subdivision of sufficient accuracy to be used for the

purpose of discussion and
include, but

is

classification.

B.

shall

not limited to:

map, including
mile ofthe site;

A. Vicinity

one-half (1/2)

The concept plan

Adjacent property

all

properties of record within

map showing

existing buildings,

roads, irrigation facilities, and other key natural features;

C. Plat

map showing proposed

lots,

roads,

open space,

general utilities/services, topography, existing trees over four-inch
(4") caliper in size, existing buildings,

floodplain, wetlands, etc.).
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and

all

waterways (including

Gem

County Code § 12—2—2 (emphasis added).

The Application, per
Commission

for a

County Zoning

County Board of Commissioners (the body that

whether the Application should be

County Zoning Commission recommended the Application be approved and

Gem

County Board of Commissioners for consideration.

4,

2018, and December 17, 2018.

During the hearings, the Rouwenhorsts

R. 27.

made

it

clear that the Application

rezone the Subject Property and not for approval of any development.

82-84 (”There’s no development planned at

||.

services at this time") (Deborah Rouwenhorst)1;

today

is

just a

this time,

Id., p.

48,

||.

and there

was only

R. 115-120,-

is

no

see also

specific

would. But that

clarity,

R.

impact on

253-55 (”what we’re here for

Id., p.

59,

||.

285—289 (”And the rezone

itself is

not going to

create any additional costs on the county for additional road user trips. The development

For

to

rezone application and whether or not the requirements for a rezone application

have been met”)(Matthew Parks);

1

The

Id.

County Board of Commissioners held public hearings on the Application on November 26,

2018, December

44,

Gem

153-159.

R.

the Application was sent to the

Gem

Gem

decision on rezone applications) as to

approved or denied.

Gem

County Code § 11-15-6, was sent to the

recommendation to the

makes the ultimate

The

Gem

is

not before you.

when the

be identified at the

It’s

kind

of— no one

public hearing transcripts

end of the quoted language.
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in

is

asking for permission to put

in

a

itself

125

the Clerk’s Record are cited, the speaker

will

home
have

subdivision right now.

It’s

five acre lot size instead of 40.”)

(Matthew

application”)

Parks); Id. at

concept of 125 homes coming
requests.”)

(Matthew

rezone....it’s

Id.,

the ability to rezone the property to get

at p. 62,

Parks);

in

(Matthew

”350—352

Id., p.

61,

||.

422

(”all

we’re doing

is

(”I’m just asking

testified that there

||.

if

And

down

329-330

in

to

(”this

where you

is

a rezone

you could divorce the

|

think they are

365-367 (”...what we’re asking for

is

two

distinct

just for the

with a development”) (Deborah Rouwenhorst);

just asking for the rezone”)

During the public hearing on the Application,

Capps

60,

Id., p.

with the rezone application.

only a rezone. We’re not coming

|.

Parks);

it

Gem

(Deborah Rouwenhorst).

County Road

&

Bridge Director Neal

would be no costs related to services provided to the Subject

Property as a result of the rezone.

R. p.

104-05,

||.

798-829 (discussing the potential costs of

development as opposed to rezoning and noting there would be no associated costs of
increased services as a result of a rezone).

During the public hearings,

the potential adverse impacts on

County never

identified

political subdivisions

if

any

Gem

Gem

County and the Rouwenhorsts discussed and addressed

political subdivisions that

provide public services and

specific unmitigated additional costs that

County approved the Application.

Id.

any evidence of any additional costs that would be imposed on
impacts on public services

On February

if

Gem

25, 2019,

testified or

submitted

County residents due to

County approved the rezone.

Gem

County issued

is

Decision and Order denying the rezone

application for the reason that ”[t]he Board could not
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would be imposed on any

No one

Gem

Gem

make the

finding that the effects of the

proposed zone change upon the delivery of services by any
services, including school districts, within

Gem

political subdivision

County’s planningjurisdiction have been

considered and no unmitigated adverse impact upon those services

upon current residents of

Gem

County’s planningjurisdiction.”

timely filed a motion for reconsideration.

On May
the

initial

20, 2019,

Gem

R.

providing public

R.

will

impose additional costs

207. The Rouwenhorsts

211.

County denied the Rouwenhorsts request for reconsideration of

denial of the Application for the reason that, ”The applicant presented with a

Development Agreement proposed to mitigate the concerns regarding the additional
or lack of infrastructure for such a large development.

concept plan,
concerns.”

R.

it is

on

feels that without a robust

Gem

County’s

147. (emphasis added).

Court for the County of

Order on Petition for

Gem

Judicial

filed a Petition for Judicial

(the ”District Court”).

pursuant to Idaho Code § 12-117(1).
the Rouwenhorsts $16,033.40

filed its

in

District

in

the Third Judicial District

Court issued

14, 2019, in

R.

which

it

its

Decision and

reversed

Gem

County’s

465-66. The District Court entered a judgment awarding

costs and attorney fees on

II.

Review

Rouwenhorsts were entitled to costs and attorney fees

Notice of Appeal on
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The

Review on November

denial of the Application and held the

County

County

not possible to draft a development agreement that addresses

The Rouwenhorsts timely

Gem

Gem

strain

December

December

23, 2019.

Id.

STANDARD OF REVIEW

24, 2019.

452—54.

Id., p.

475-76.

The Rouwenhorsts disagree
County. The standard of review

The

Local Land

is

in

part with the standard of review

advanced by

Gem

as follows:

Use Planning Act (LLUPA) allowsjudicial review of an approval or denial

of a land use application for an affected person, as provided for

Procedural Act (IDAPA). Idaho Code § 67-6521(1)(d);

Cowan

in

the Idaho Administrative

Bd. of

v.

Comm’rs of Fremont

Cnty.,

143 Idaho 501, 508, 148 P.3d 1247, 1254 (2006).
This Court has stated that for the purposes ofjudicial review of

a

board of county commissioners makes a land use decision,

agency under IDAPA.

Id.;

Evans

v.

it

will

LLUPA

decisions,

where

be treated as a government

Teton Cnty., 139 Idaho 71, 74, 73 P.3d 84, 87 (2003). Appeals

of these decisions can be heard by a district court on judicial review and the Idaho

Court reviews decisions of any intermediate court

sitting in

Supreme

an appellate capacity independently

under IDAPA, reviewing the agency record of the board's independently of any previous
decision on judicial review. Neighborsfor a Healthy Gold Fork

v.

Valley Cnty., 145 Idaho 121,

126, 176 P.3d 126, 131 (2007); Evans, 139 Idaho at 74, 73 P.3d at 87.

The Idaho Supreme Court

will

not substitute

the weight of the evidence on questions of

Cowan, 143 Idaho

at 508,

148 P.3d

P.3d 185, 187 (2003). The Idaho

at 1254;

fact.

its

for that of the board's as to

Neighbors, 145 Idaho at 126, 176 P.3d at 131;

Chisholm

Supreme Court

judgment

will

v.

Twin

Falls Cnty.,

139 Idaho 131, 133, 75

defer to the board's findings of fact unless

the findings are clearly erroneous; these factual determinations of the board are binding on a

reviewing court

when supported by
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substantial and

competent evidence

in

the record, even

if

there was conflicting evidence before the board. Neighbors, 145 Idaho at 126, 176 P.3d at 131;
Chisholm, 139 Idaho at 133, 75 P.3d at 187; Evans, 139 Idaho at 75, 73 P.3d at 88.

The Idaho Supreme Court

will

defer to a board's

"

interpretation and application of

zoning ordinance, unless such interpretation or application

is

its

capricious, arbitrary or

discriminatory." Chisholm, 139 Idaho at 134, 75 P.3d at 188.

The zoning decision may be overturned only where

it:

violates statutory or

(a)

constitutional provisions; (b) exceeds the agency's statutory authority;

unlawful procedure;

(e)

is

Price

(d)

is

not supported by substantial evidence

arbitrary, capricious, or an

v.

in

(c)

was made upon

the record as a whole; or

abuse of discretion. Idaho Code § 67-5279(3) (2001); see also

Payette Cty Brd of Cty Comm’s, 131 Idaho 426, 958 P.2d 583 (1998).

Board's zoning decision must be upheld

prejudiced. Idaho

Code

if

In

addition, the

substantial rights of the appellant have not

§ 67-5279 (4) (2001); Payette River Prop.

Owners Ass’n

v.

been

Board of

Commissioners, 132 Idaho 551, 976 P.2d 477 (1999).

Upon
a

review

is

appeal, the decision reached by the district court

in its

appellate capacity for such

examined by the Idaho Supreme Court to consider whether the

correctly decided the issues presented to

it

on appeal. Lake CDA

Lands, 149 Idaho 274, 278, 233 P.3d 721, 725 (2010).

capacity under IDAPA, the

of procedure.” Williams

v.

Supreme Court

LLC

v.

court

Idaho Dept. of

a district court acts in

its

appellate

”review(s) the district court’s decision as a matter

Idaho State Bd. of Real Estate Appraisers, 157 Idaho 496, 502, 337

P.3d 655, 661 (2014). Procedurally, the Idaho
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When

Inv.,

district

Supreme Court reviews the

decision of the district

court, not the decision of the agency. See Losser

v.

Bradstreet, 145 Idaho 670, 672, 183 P.3d

758, 760 (2008) (discussing standard of review of district court’s intermediate appellate

decision).

ADDITIONAL ISSUES ON APPEAL

Ill.

The Rouwenhorsts request attorney fees on appeal pursuant to
§ 12—117(1).

detail

below

The arguments
in

in

reversal of

more

ARGUMENT

County’s appeal should be denied because:

Gem

2.

in

the argument section.

Gem

1.

41 and Idaho Code

support of the Rouwenhorsts’ request are discussed

IV.

Gem

|.A.R.

County

failed to address

all

of the separate grounds for the District Court’s

County’s denial of the Rouwenhorsts’ rezone application;

The

District Court’s decision

a.

b.

The

District

was

correct:

Court correctly held that

Gem

County’s denial of the re—zone

application

was not supported by

The

Court correctly determined the denial of the rezone

District

substantial and

competent evidence;

application prejudiced the Rouwenhorsts’ substantial rights to (1) have

their application considered

under the correct

maximize the use of their property.

Gem

County includes two irrelevant arguments on appeal:
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legal

standard and

(2)

to

Whether the Rouwenhorsts

1.

complies with the

Gem

are entitled to have the property rezoned because

County Comprehensive

irrelevant because (a) the

Plan. Appellant’s Brief, pp. 6-9. This

Rouwenhorsts never argued they were entitled to

the proposed use complies with the Comprehensive Plan and

(b)

a

argument

it

is

rezone because

the District Court did not hold

the Rouwenhorsts were entitled to a rezone because the Rouwenhorsts proposed use complies
with the Comprehensive Plan.

Whether Gem County properly considered the option

2.

agreement. Appellant’s

Rouwenhorsts did not object to
follow

Gem

its

argument

Brief, pp. 15-17. This

a

is

of a development

irrelevant because (a) the

development agreement — but rather

development agreement ordinance

(R.

Gem

County’s failure to

331—35.) and (b) the District Court did not hold

County could not require the Rouwenhorsts to enter

into a

development agreement as

a

condition of the rezone.

The Rouwenhorsts
A.

Gem
The

County

District

will

Failed to

address each argument above

Address

All of

listed.

the Grounds for the District Court’s Decision

Gem

County on appeal:

”The Board violated the due process

rights of the [Rouwenhorsts] by
erroneously considering the application under the wrong legal standard.”
R.

2.

the order

Court reversed the denial of the rezone application on the following distinct

grounds which have not been addressed by
1.

in

419

”[The Rouwenhorsts] argue that the Board failed to follow

ordinances concerning the application. The Court agrees.

Code

its

own

Gem

County

§ 11—15—3 outlines the contents required for a rezone application,
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which the [Rouwenhorsts] supplied. Nowhere
zoning regulations does
plans are covered

it

in title

the code governing

in

require a robust concept plan. Instead concept

12 governing subdivision regulations.”

”[T]he Board erroneously treated the rezone application as a subdivision
application,

and

in

doing so,

basis in fact or law,

Board’s finding

was

and

in

its

actions

were made without

a rational

disregard of the facts and circumstances. The

and capricious, and therefore, an abuse of
§ 67-5279(3).” R. 416-17

arbitrary

discretion pursuant to

|.C.

Gem

County Failed to Address the Court’s Holding that
Violated the Rouwenhorsts’ Due Process Rights
1.

The

District

Court held

Gem

Inc. v.

by this Court

in

(1980). R. 418-19.

political

because

v.

Gem

Gem

Id.

The

District

judicial

legal

Dawson

2d 1257 (1977), which has been overturned

Cty,

matter and the Board

Court correctly reversed

Gem

101 Idaho 407, 614

a ”legislative

is

P.

2d 947

and an essentially

afforded discretion

in

making

County’s denial of the application

County’s review and consideration of the rezone application was a quasi-judicial

Idaho 831, 842, 7O

P.

in

Gem

treating

its

violated the Rouwenhorsts’

RESPONDENTS' BRIEF

Id.

See Sagewi/low,

Inc. v.

Idaho Dep’t of Water Res., 138

3d 669, 680 (2003) (reversing decision of agency due to basing decision on

legal standard).

County erred

P.

County considered the application as

function, not a legislative function.

wrong

not quasi—judicial, and citing to

Board 0f County Comm’rs ofAda

matter as opposed to a

such decisions."

legislative,

Blaine Cty., 98 Idaho 506, 567

Cooper

County

County considered the application under the incorrect

standard by treating the decision as a
Enterprises

Gem

-

12

County has not appealed the

District Court’s holding that

decision as a legislative rather than quasi-judicial

due process

rights

Gem

one — which

and violated Idaho Code § 67-5279(3)(a).

Gem

2.

County

Failed to

Address the

District Court’s

Holding that

Gem

County Erroneously Considered the Rezone Application Under Standards
Applicable to a Subdivision Application

Gem

County did not appeal the

District Court’s holding that

considered the rezone application under the

Gem

Gem

County erroneously

County Code section concerning subdivision

applications instead of the code section concerning zoning applications

— which the

District

Court held was arbitrary and capricious and an abuse of discretion pursuant to Idaho Code § 67-

5279(3).

R.

417.

Gem

County does make

a conclusory

statement that the

”District

found that the Board erroneously treated the rezone application as

Court erred

when

a subdivision application”

and another that the ”Board did not use the subdivision ordinance, did not even refer to
did not

deny the application

Brief, pp.

9

&

19.

solely

it

it,

and

because no concept plan had been submitted.” Appellant’s

These two statements are the entire argument relating to

argument on appeal concerning the

District Court’s

Gem

holding that

Gem

County

County’s

failed to follow

its

ordinances by requiring a concept plan be submitted with the rezone application and
considering the impacts of potential subdivision development

application. This Court has long held that

argument and authority

in

the opening

it

will

in

the context of a rezone

not consider an issue which

brief. See, e.g.,

Taylor

v.

is

not supported by

AIA Servs. Corp., 151 Idaho 552,

559, 261 P.3d 829, 836 (2011). This Court has held that a conclusory statement

to support the requirement that a party support an issue on appeal with

to relevant legal authority
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in

the opening

brief. See, e.g.,

Bingham

v.

is

not sufficient

argument and

Montane

Res.

citation

Assoc, 133

Idaho 420, 427, 987 P.2d 1035, 1042 (1999) (stating that

cited

"[t]his

Court

will

not consider issues

on appeal that are not supported by propositions of law, authority or argument").

The

District

Court pointed to two ways

ordinances and application standards and

Gem

County erred

in

not following

its

own

criteria:

any ”robust concept plan”;

a.

Denying the application based on

b.

Considering issues relevant to a subdivision development application

a lack of

415-16; and

R.

in

the context

of a rezone application without any legal basis. R. 416--17.

Gem

County acknowledges that

it

denied the application based on the lack of any

”robust concept plan” for the development of the property and repeatedly referenced the

Rouwenhorsts’
as a basis for

failure to include a ”robust

Gem

concept plan” for the development of their property

County’s denial of the rezone application. Appellant’s

Board found that without

a robust

concept plan, the drafting of

a

was not

that there

possible.”). But,

was no

development

The

in

legal basis for

County

Gem

failed to

address at

County to require

all

a ”robust

services, specifically the

the District Court’s holding

concept plan” for

the context of a rezone application.

District

noise, pollution,

Gem

15 (”The

development agreement that

would address the demonstrable adverse impacts on the delivery of
roads,

Brief, p.

Court also held that

weeds,

development were
application under

all

-

County’s consideration of the potential

Gem

County to consider

County’s ordinances. R.416-17.

14

traffic,

the extra people, and the speculative impacts of future

improper subjects for

Gem

RESPONDENTS' BRIEF

all

Gem

Gem

County

in

the context of a rezone

failed to

argue on appeal

where
a

in its

ordinances

Gem

County

how the

rezone application and

authorized to consider these subjects

is

District

Court erroneously held that

and capriciously treated the rezone application as

Code

Gem

when

County

adjudicating

arbitrarily

Idaho

a subdivision application in violation of

§ 67-5279(3).
3.
By Not Addressing These Holdings, Gem County Has Waived the
Arguments and Therefore the District Court’s Decision Must be Affirmed

Gem

County’s failure to address each of the District Court’s holdings

appeal. Since the grounds referenced

District Court’s decision

raise

v.

all

Hartford

issues

fatal to its

the preceding sections have not been appealed, the

in

must be affirmed.

Appellants are required to raise

Rhead

is

Ins. Co.,

on appeal

all

issues

135 Idaho 446, 19

in

the

initial brief);

P.

on appeal

their opening brief. See, e.g.,

in

3d 760 (2001)

see also Shapley

(|.A.R.

v.

35 requires appellant to

Centurion Life

Ins. Co.,

154

Idaho 875, 881, 303 P.3d 234, 239 (2013) (holding failure to address alternate reason for

adverse holding below results
contest

all

of the grounds

in a

waiver of appeal of the holding).

upon which

judgment must be affirmed.” Cuevas
(quoting AED,

Inc. v.

a district court

v.

based

its

”[|]f

grant of

an appellant

fails

to

summaryjudgment, the

Barraza, 155 Idaho 962, 965, 318 P.3d 952, 955 (2014)

KDC/nvs., LLC, 155 Idaho 159, 164, 307, P.3d 176, 181 (2013)). ”[T]he fact

that one of the grounds

may be

in

error

is

of no

consequence and may be disregarded

judgment can be sustained upon one of the other grounds.” La
Idaho 799, 806, 353 P.3d 420, 427 (2015) (quoting Anderson
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v.

Bella Vita, LLC

Prof’l

v.

if

Shuler,

Escrow $ervs.,

Inc.,

the

158
141

Idaho 743, 746, 118 P.3d 75, 78 (2005).
This Court has held appellants to this

district courts acting in

same requirement

149 Idaho 555, 558, 237

Based on

P.

failed to

Gem

legal

to follow

other

its

v.

Kootenai

3d 652, 655 (2010) (denying appeal
appeal

all

in

the grounds of the adverse

Cty. Brd.

of Cty. Comm’rs,

case governed by LLUPA

district

court decision).

County’s failure to appeal the District Court’s holdings that

County violated the Rouwenhorsts’ due process

wrong

cases involving appeals from

an intermediate appellate capacity following a petition for judicial

review of a land use decision. See Kirk Hughes Dev., LLC

because appellant

in

standard and

(2)

Gem

County acted

rights

in

(1)

Gem

by considering the Application under the

an arbitrary and capricious manner by

failing

zoning ordinance by denying the Application based on a lack of a concept plan and

criteria applicable to a subdivision application,

Gem

County requests

this

Court affirm the

decision of the District Court.

B.

The

District

Court Correctly Held

Gem

County’s Denial of the Application

Was

Not Supported by Substantial and Competent Evidence
This Court reviews the administrative record de novo to determine

whether

Gem

County’s denial of the rezone application was supported by substantial and competent
evidence. Neighbors, 145 Idaho at 126, 176 P.3d at 131. Substantial and competent evidence

”relevant evidence which a reasonable mind might accept to support a conclusion.” Lamar

Corp.

v.

City of

Twin

Falls,
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133 Idaho 36, 43, 981 P.2d 1146, 1153 (1999) (emphasis added).

is

Although

Court

this

is

not bound by the District Court’s review of the record for

substantial evidence to support

Court faulted

applications

Gem

Gem

County’s denial,

County for stating

in its

Gem

important to note that the

written decision that

where applicants had provided

plan. R. 418; 270-71. After

it is

a

it

had approved other rezone

development agreement with

a robust

decision, which had not

been put

agreements or

The

Id.

in

District

robust concept plans referenced by
evidence.

R.

concept

County denied the application, the Rouwenhorsts asked for

copies of the development agreements and the robust concept plans referenced

plans.

District

in

the written

the record — only to be told that there were no such

Court found the illusory development agreements with

Gem

County to be neither substantial nor competent

418.

The Relevant Factual Inquiry ls Whether the Rezone, If Approved,
Would Result in an Impact on the Delivery of Public Services That lmposes
Additional Costs on Gem County Residents
1.

According to

its

rezone ordinance,

Gem

County needed to determine that the proposed

zone change requested by the Rouwenhorsts would not

result in ”unmitigated adverse impacts

that would impose additional costs upon current residents of Gem County."

Gem

County Code

§ 11-15-4B(3)(c) (emphasis added).

Gem

County argues that

change would be
could not

make

if

it

could not determine what the impacts of the proposed zone

the proposed change were approved. See Appellant’s

a finding that the effects of

Brief, p

10 (”the Board

the proposed zone change upon the delivery of

services by any political subdivision providing public services, including school districts, within
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Gem

County’s planning jurisdiction, have been considered and there would be no unmitigated

adverse impacts upon those services. This was the basis of the Board’s denial.”); see also
(Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, Decision on

246

Motion for Reconsideration and Order) (”The

Board must consider the impact that rezoning of 696 acres into
the delivery of services by any

R.

political subdivision

five acre parcels wi||

providing public services.”). But,

have on

Gem

County framed the question incorrectly — which renders any ultimate decision incorrect and not
supported by substantial evidence.

Gem

County should not have considered whether there

would be any impacts on the delivery 0f public services — but rather
unmitigated impacts that would impose additional costs on other

Gem

County also confused the rezone of the

parcels into 120—130 five—acre parcels.

It

five parcels

if

there would be any

Gem

County residents.

with a subdivision of the five

should have considered the impacts of the rezone —

not the impacts of an unplanned development. Any evidence concerning the impact of future

development

is

irrelevant to the rezone

2.

and therefore not substantial evidence.

ITD’s Objection to the Application Based

on Unpermitted Access

ls

Not

Relevant to Whether Approving the Rezone Will Impose Additional Costs on

Other Residents of
In

Gem County

denying the rezone application,

Gem

from ITD objecting to the rezone based on
from Black Canyon Highway.

how the

lack of a current

R.

County explained

-

in

part, relied

on the

letter

a lack of properly permitted access to the property

246. However,

Gem

County never offered any explanation as to

and properly permitted access from the property to the adjacent

highway would impact the services provided by ITD to the
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rest of

Gem

County or how

this lack

of proper permits will impose additional costs on other residents of

also ignores the Rouwenhorsts’ agreement,

by

Gem

County, to comply with

The

letter

all

Gem

County.

County

the proposed development agreement drafted

permitting requirements imposed by ITD. See

R.

138, 415.

from ITD does not address any impact on the services ITD provides and does

not reference any potential costs to other

is

in

Gem

Gem

County residents.

R.

141-42. The letter from ITD

not substantial and competent evidence of an impact on the delivery of public services by a

impose costs on other

political subdivision that will

Gem

County residents

if

the rezone

is

approved.

Gem

County should not have considered,

whether the Subject Property has

Gem

County has not

sufficient access to

cited to

in

the context of the rezone application,

sufficient access to

accommodate

a subdivision

any statute or ordinance that requires that

accommodate

a future subdivision

development

in

a

development.

property have

order to be rezoned.

Gem

County’s subdivision ordinance requires that a subdivision application demonstrate that

each

lot in

street.

See

the subdivision

Gem

support of

purposes of

County

its

have private or public street frontage and access to a public

County Code § 12-3-7(E)

criteria). But, for

Gem

will

cites to

a

Gem

v.

Clearwater

in

fact

RESPONDENTS' BRIEF
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Cty.,

is

not relevant.

156 Idaho 491, 328

P.

3d 471 (2014)

County can deny the rezone application based on the

sufficient access. Appellant’s Brief, p. 12-13.

argument, and

12-3-8-5(C) (subdivision application approval

rezone application, access

Shinn

argument that

&

Gem

in

lack of

However, the Shinn case does not support that

County’s error.

In

Shinn, a property

owner submitted an

application for a subdivision that proposed

access to the nearest public street via an easement across a neighbor’s property.

P.

Id.

328

at 492,

3d at 472. That servient easement estate owner, the Shinns, objected to the application

based,

among

other grounds, the contention that the easement rights could not be extended to

include the rights of the subdivision lot owners.

Id.

Clearwater County’s subdivision ordinance

expressly required the subdivision developer to provide that access, regulated the required

width of the required access, and required that the access be dedicated for public use.

Id.

The

county granted the developer variances for the required width and the required public
dedication of the access route and approved the subdivision application, after finding that there

was

sufficient

evidence for the Board to conclude that the easement could be interpreted to

include the right to access being extended to

all

subdivision lot owners.

Id.

at 493,

328 P.3d

at

474.

The Shinns
the

district

rights

filed for judicial

review and the case proceeded to the Supreme Court after

court denied the petition.

Id.

The Supreme Court reversed and held that the Shinns’

were prejudiced and that the County should have made the approval expressly

contingent on a judicial resolution of the access issue, because only a court can properly

that determination.

Id.

at 459-96,

328 P.3d

at 475-76. In the context of a subdivision application

where the applicable ordinance governing approval of

a subdivision application requires

applicant to demonstrate the proposed subdivision has access to a public road, the

Court held that,

”if

a land use application
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is

make

the

Supreme

submitted and proper access to the land

is

not

certain, the decision-maker

judicial resolution of

Gem
application

must make the application’s approval expressly contingent upon

the access issue.”

Id.

County mis-reads the holding

— only to

in

The Shinn case

Shinn.

is

not applicable to a rezone

development application when the applicant must demonstrate the

a

property has adequate access per the requirements of the applicable ordinance.

Gem

County’s rezone ordinance and application process does not require the applicant

t0 demonstrate access

is

available to the property.

certainly can consider that by rezoning

potential of

However,
position.

upward of 130 parcels

Gem

Gem

minimum

lots;

County does not

(sic)

cite to

Gem

and creating
relevant as

County asserts that the ”Board

minimums, thereby

five (5) acres

it

relates to access.” Appellant’s Brief, p. 12.

any ordinance provision or

the property

is

rezoned, no additional

lots will

residents of

lots

Gem

would not cause an unmitigated

fiscal

will

support of this

create 5—acre

be created. The Rouwenhorsts

would have to apply to subdivide the property and, as part of that
newly created

legal basis in

County also incorrectly implies that the rezone application

if

a

application,

demonstrate the

impact that would require other

County t0 pay increased taxes — and demonstrate that the proposed new

Gem

would have adequate access to

a public road.

application to subdivide parcels

was not before Gem County, only

See generally

County Code,

Title 12.

lots

But that

a rezone.

Since access issues are irrelevant to a rezone application, any evidence of access issues

is

not substantial and competent evidence. Furthermore, under Shinn,
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if

the access issue was

relevant,

Gem

County should have approved the application but made the approval expressly

contingent upon resolving the access issue.

ITD’s objection to the rezone

based on the lack of currently permitted access from Black

Canyon Highway has nothing to do with potential additional costs to other residents of
County and

is

not relevant to the rezone application.

It

was an abuse

consider whether the Subject Property had sufficient access

application; additionally, there

have any

fiscal

impact on

Gem

is

in

Gem

of discretion to even

the context of a rezone

no evidence to support a finding that the lack 0f access would

County, would increase the need for public services, or would

impose additional costs on other

Gem

County residents.

Gem

County Road and Bridge Director Capps Testified the Rezone
Would Not Impose Any Additional Costs for Gem County with Respect to the
Roads
3.

Gem

County argues on appeal

that, ”without a robust

concept plan, the drafting of

a

development agreement that would address the demonstrable adverse impacts upon the
delivery of services, specifically the roads,

County simply ignores the evidence
During the public hearing,

in

Gem

R.

pp. 104-05,

||.

possible.” Appellant’s Brief, p. 15.

Gem

the record.

County Road and Bridge Supervisor Neal Capps

that there would be no fiscal imgacts to

approved. See

was not

Gem

County

if

testified

the proposed zone change were

798-829 (discussing the potential costs of development as

opposed to rezoning and noting there would be no associated costs of increased services as
result of a rezone). Mr.

Capps was asked to
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-

identify

any increased costs to

Gem

County that

a

would

result

if

the Subject Property were rezoned.

testified the only cost

(sic)

would be the ”time and

Mr. Capps clearly and unequivocally

Id.

efforts to

....".

R. p.

104,

||.

794-804. Mr. Capps added that this would be a cost to the

county for each and every rezone application and that
applicants for this cost.

Gem

roads

in

Gem

Gem

County does not charge the

Id.

County abused

proposed zone change,

if

its

discretion by completely ignoring Mr. Capps’ testimony that the

approved, would not result

in

any increased costs to maintain the

County. Mr. Capps’ testimony also demonstrates

Gem

could not determine the potential imposition of costs on other

rezone were approved.

no

at the assess

values of that area and the adjacent county roads. That’s really the only cost that we’d

have per as far as

it

go out there to — to look

Gem

County’s

own Road &

costs. In light of this uncontradicted

County’s error

Gem

in

claiming

County residents

if

the

Bridge Supervisor testified there would be

testimony and the lack of any evidence to support a

contention that the approval of the rezone application would impose additional costs on

Gem

County residents, the denial of the Application was not supported by substantial and

competent evidence.
4.

The Relevant Evidence

in

the Record Only Supports a Finding that the

Rezone of the Rouwenhorsts’ Property Would Not Cause Adverse Unmitigated
Impacts on Political Subdivisions Providing Services in Gem County that would
Impose Additional Costs on Gem County Residents
In light

of the lack of

any evidence

of unmitigated adverse impacts on political

subdivisions that would lead to increased burdens on
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Gem

County taxpayers,

Gem

County

should have determined that there are no unmitigated adverse impacts that would impose

Gem

increased burdens on

County taxpayers. There

Rouwenhorst do not have an obligation to prove

is

no evidence to the contrary and

a negative.

The record contains uncontradicted evidence that the Rouwenhorsts’ property

is

already served by the basic services necessary for low density residential and agricultural use

(which would be the uses permitted

the Application were approved). The Subject Property

if

located within the current service area of the

District”),

R.

the

Gem

115; 186-88;

R.

Emmett School

District

Rural Fire District #1 (the ”Fire District"), and the

89-91,

#221 (the ”School

Emmett

the Subject Property). While the School District and the Fire District did not

Application, the irrigation district

and both

District,

entities

is

company

indicated

it

had no objections to the Application.

comment

on, object to, or

County should have found that there

unmitigated adverse impacts on the School District or Fire
costs on

Gem

comment on the
Id.

located within the service areas of the School District and the Fire

chose not to

Gem

about the Application,

Irrigation District.

101-221 (testimony addressing public services already available to

||.

Since the Subject Property

is

County residents

if

make any recommendations
is

no evidence of any

District that

would impose additional

the rezone were approved.

With respect to transportation, the Subject Property

is

located on a state highway. As

noted above, ITD raised concerns about the current access not being properly permitted, but
did not

comment on

or reference any

application to rezone
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any other agency) may suffer

if

the

lack of current permits for the access

Gem

would impose costs on other

County residents.

The record contains no evidence of any increased costs to the
Department

if

County Road

the Application for a rezoning of the Subject Property were approved. To the

contrary, the Director of the

Gem

County Road

anticipated fiscal impact from the rezone.

short, there

In

Gem

is

no evidence

at

R.

all in

&

Bridge Department testified that there

104-05,

||.

was no

798-831.

the record to support a finding that the rezone,

if

approved, would cause unmitigated impacts on public services that would impose additional
costs on other

Gem

County residents.

Gem

5.

County's Treatment of the Application as Seeking Approval for a

Subdivision Clouded

The

Gem

Its

Consideration of the Evidence

in

the Record

County Commissioners’ comments during the hearings and the written orders

demonstrate the denial was based on unknown

financial impacts of the potential future

development of the Subject Property (without regard to any potential mitigation
development fees and impact fees
o

It

for such development),

says the effects of the proposed zone change

and not of the rezone:

upon the delivery of

services by any political subdivision providing public services including

school districts within

Gem

County’s planned jurisdiction, have been

considered to have no unmitigated adverse impacts on those services

impose additional costs upon current residents of
jurisdiction.

Gem

Even just thinking about the schools, of course

that not everybody that

moves out there

is

will

County’s planning
|

can’t say

going to be retirees with no

you know, chances are there’s going to
of them. That does to my way of thinking and impose a hefty

kids into the school system. But,

be

a lot

burden upon the people that already

live

here

school to compensate for those even though
district

but everybody
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is

|

if

we have to

build a

new

understand that a taxing

effected heavily with that. I’ve seen

it

time and

via

time again

in

the other valley, people

increased exponentially

in

-

those people’s taxes have been

order to pay for those type of schools with

large developments.

R. p.

55,

||.

114-128 (Comm.

We

do have

cover

all

(emphasis added)

Elliot)

a CIP in place. But

don’t feel that going to be enough to

|

the roadways that are going to be impacted

when we

bring

it

up

to maybe — if you think about 135 lots minus those that are given for
roadway and stuff, so 100 to 120 extra lots and road traffic and car trips

of those potentials
safety out there

Id., p.

56,

Elliot)

weekl had the opportunity coming back from

valley,

|

the

new

call

it

and

going to greatly impact the road systems and

the surrounding roads.

141-145 (Comm.

||.

Last

in

it’s

meeting

in

the other

took the opportunity to drive around the county and see
building that’s going on

substantial.

|

look at the

of the traffic that’s even

in

Gem

County. And

traffic that’s

times of the day

at certain

some

a

|

find that

it’s

The Road Department uses

my mind would
|

very hard to get through

coming through town.

traffic that

of

coming through downtown

who

regularly with our Road and Bridge Supervisor

roads weren’t built for the

in

all

We talk very

says,

you know, our

we’re seeing today.

a calculation of

about 10

trips, vehicle trips,

100 houses by 10, that’s a
pretty substantial number. The conclusion that have come to is don’t
per household per day. So even

if

you took

a

worry and

a

|

feel

|

can support

what the future
Id.,

pp. 56-57,

||.

it

because

it’s

|

problem and

a

|

don’t

know

holds.

177-214 (Comm. Rekow)

But there

is

the possibility of a large concentration that

is

to

me

a

Number 5. All at one time, boom, in one area that would
require - don’t know what it would require. Separate - maybe another
don’t know. You know,
fire station up there. Maybe an EMT outpost.
that would be decided at a later time. And understand that. But think
we can’t just totally dismiss Number 5 as not part of the Comprehensive
concern for
I

|

I

Plan because

it’s
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five.

|

mean, you got

|

five

—
|

mean, you’ve got

them. And, you know, don’t know that you weight one more
than another. But Ijust do have concerns with the density, guess, you
all

five of

|

|

know, everything
R. p. 65,

o

||.

-

the possibility of one spot.

553-562 (Comm.

Elliot)

lwould agree with Item Number 5 that
county at

this

my

o

84,

||.

it’s

time to move forward with

obligation that could occur

R. p.

(emphasis added)

if

not

this

in

the best interest of the

rezone as the financial

these acres were developed. That would be

reason.

346-349 (Comm.

Butticci)

(emphasis added)

The applicant presented with

a

Development Agreement proposed to

mitigate the concerns regarding the additional strain on or lack of
infrastructure for such a large

R.

development.

247 (Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, Decision on Motion for Reconsideration and Order)
Despite numerous requests to the Commissioners to shift the focus

speculative costs of future development,

development application and based

its

Gem

County considered the Application as

Gem

County and other

provide public services. That evidence (0r lack thereof)

will

if it

were

a

denial on the lack of sufficient evidence of the impact

the speculative development might have on

the impacts of the rezone that

away from

is

political subdivisions

that

not substantial evidence concerning

impose additional costs on other

Gem

County residents.

The denial was not based on any substantial or competent evidence. The Rouwenhorsts
request the Court uphold the District Court’s determination that

Application

was not supported by
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substantial

Gem

County’s denial of the

and competent evidence.

Gem

County Incorrectly Argues the Rouwenhorsts Insist the Rezone
Application Must be Approved as a Matter of Right Because the Rezone Comports
with the Gem County Comprehensive Plan
C.

Gem

County spends several pages

in its

opening

brief arguing that the

Rouwenhorsts

are not entitled to a rezone of their property simply because the rezone comports with the

anticipated future uses of the property

Brief, pp. 6-9.

Gem

in

the

Gem

Plan. Appellant’s

County’s arguments on this point are built on a faulty premise. The

Rouwenhorsts have never argued that they are
because the rezone

County Comprehensive

entitled to approval of their rezone application

within the future land uses contemplated by the Comprehensive Plan.

fits

Admittedly, the Rouwenhorsts have argued that the rezone complies with the Comprehensive

Plan

is

—

since

one of the

criteria

Gem

County must consider

in

the context of a rezone application

whether the ”requested amendment complies with the Comprehensive Plan

Land Use Map.”

Gem

more importantly the
approved

if it

text

and Future

County Code § 11—15—4B(1). However, neither the Rouwenhorsts, nor
District Court,

ever took the position that the rezone application must be

complies with the Comprehensive Plan.

Gem

County’s arguments on this point on

pages 6—9 of Appellant’s Briefshould be ignored as irrelevant and an incorrect characterization
of the Rouwenhorsts’ legal arguments.

This

argument

is

irrelevant for another reason

— Gem County never made

a

determination as to whether or not the rezone complies with the Comprehensive Plan and

never advanced any argument that the rezone requested by the Rouwenhorsts would not be
”in

accordance with” the Comprehensive Plan as required by Idaho Code § 67-6511.
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Gem

County did not make

a finding

on

this point in

its initial

Rouwenhorsts’ motion for reconsideration and also
District Court;

Gem

County cannot now

raise this

decision or

(2001). State

v.

argument before the

new argument concerning whether

106 P.3d 425, 427 (2005) (”The longstanding rule of this Court

first

order denying the

failed to preserve this

Application complies with the Comprehensive Plan. See Murray

that are raised for the

in its

time on appeal.”), quoting

Row

v.

is

v.

or not the

Spalding, 141 Idaho 99, 101,

that

State,

we will

not consider issues

135 Idaho 573, 21 P.3d 895

Sheahan, 139 Idaho 267, 275, 77 P.3d 956, 964 (2003) (holding where

appeals the decision of an intermediate appellate court, the appellant

may

a party

not raise issues that

are different from those presented to the intermediate court).

Gem

County Incorrectly Characterizes the Rouwenhorsts Objection to the
Development Agreement Application Process
D.

Gem

County argues on appeal that

”it

was proper and appropriate

for the Board to

consider a development agreement with regard to the application of a rezone of nearly seven

hundred acres.” Appellant’s

Brief, p. 15.

No one ever disagreed with

that contention. At no

point did the Rouwenhorsts refuse to enter into a development agreement as a condition to

the approval of their rezone application. Rather, the Rouwenhorst argued below that

County should have followed

development agreement as
clear that

See

R.

Gem

County

its

ordinance-based process for an application to the county for a

a condition to

failed to follow

the county’s approval of a rezone.

the development application process

270-71 (email from the Rouwenhorsts’ attorney to
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Gem

Gem

R.

331—35.

in its

It is

ordinances.

County Planner Jennifer

Kharll

requesting copy of application and being informed

Gem

County does not follow

based application process for a development agreement). However,
since the District Court did not hold

Gem

this issue

is

its

ordinance-

irrelevant

—

County erroneously required the Rouwenhorsts to

execute a development agreement.

The

E.

District

Court Correctly Held that

Gem

County’s Denial of the Rezone

Application Violated a Substantial Right of the Rouwenhorsts

Gem

1.

District

County Waived This Issue by

respect

Gem

County. See

— first that the

R.

Gem

enjoyment of their property; second, that

County did not challenge either argument before the

district

court acting

in

failing to

before the District Court sitting

in its

has waived that issue on appeal.
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/d.;

Gem

address an argument

Supreme

Court). By not

County violated their substantial

capacity as the immediate appellate court,

see also Bach

v.

Dkt. No.

intermediate appellate capacity, conceded

that argument for purposes of subsequent appeal to the Idaho

objecting to the Rouwenhorsts’ contention that

Court and

District

Bonner County, Idaho Supreme Court

v.

46114, *5—6 (February 25, 2020) (holding Bonner County, by

Hungate before the

Gem

have their application considered under the correct

therefore conceded these issues. See Hungate

raised by

in this

decision denying the rezone application violated the Rouwenhorsts’

their substantial rights to

legal standards. Id.

Court that their substantial rights were

District

329—331. The Rouwenhorsts offered two arguments

substantial right to maximize their use and

County violated

the Issue Before the

Court

The Rouwenhorsts argued before the
violated by

Failing to Raise

Gem

rights

County

Bagley, 148 Idaho 784, 790, 229 P.3d

1146, 1152 (2010) (”[T]o the extent that an assignment of error

compliance with the

|.A.R.,

it is

deemed

Gem

time on appeal. Issues not raised below

may

from the one presented to the

Gem

County

raises this issue for

not be considered for the

appeal. See Murray, 141 Idaho at 101, 106 P.3d at 427.

different

in

County’s arguments with respect to

the violation of the Rouwenhorsts’ substantial rights because

first

not argued and supported

to be waived.”).

Additionally, this Court should not consider

the

is

Gem

County cannot

District Court. State

v.

first

raise

time on

an issue

Sheahan, 139 Idaho at 275, 77

P.3d 956 at 964.

Gem

County did not challenge the Rouwenhorsts’ contention that

prejudiced their substantial rights at the District Court

The

2.

District

Gem

County

— and therefore conceded the

Court Correctly Determined

Gem

issue.

County Prejudiced the

Rouwenhorsts’ Substantial Rights

The

District

Court held

Rouwenhorsts t0 have
418. As noted above,

a holding

Gem

Gem

County prejudiced the substantial

County has not appealed

this holding

County violated Idaho Code § 67-5279(3)(a)

under the United States Constitution) and as
rights

under the correct

their rezone application considered

Gem

right of

v.

City of Lewiston,

substantial rights."

).

150 Idaho 30, 36, 244 P.3d 174, 180 (2010)

”Of course, assuming that a decision
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is

due process

as

rights

the Rouwenhorsts’ substantial

under Idaho law to have their application decided under the correct

Eddins

legal standards. R.

— which serves double duty

(as a violation of

a prejudicing of

the

(”

legal standards.

See

[D]ue process rights are

procedurally

fair,

applicants for a

permit also have a substantial right

in

having the governing board properly adjudicate their

applications by applying correct legal standards.” Hawkins

151 Idaho 228, 232, 254 P.3d 1224, 1228 (2011),

citing

v.

Bonneville County Bd. of Com’rs,

Lane Ranch, 145 Idaho

at 91,

175 P.3d

at

780; see also Sagewillow, 138 Idaho at 842, 7O P.3d at 680 (remanding because the agency

misstated the relevant legal standard and denied an application to transfer water

In

making

denying the Application,

Gem

County erroneously took the position that

a legislative or political decision,

and not acting

in a judicial

matter as opposed to
decisions.”, citing

a judicial

Dawson

the

District

Dawson case and

was

initial

In

denial,

the

Gem

generally characterized as legislative and an essentially political

matter and

Enterprises

application decisions. R. 245.

concerning the

is

it

capacity. See R. 245.

written order denying the Rouwenhorsts’ motion for reconsideration of the

County stated that ”[z]oning

rights).

Gem

Gem

Inc. v.

County

is

afforded discretion

making such

Blaine Cty as the applicable law governing zoning

County was wrong. As noted above

Court holdings that

in

Gem

County

in

the argument section

failed to appeal, this

Court overturned

considers land use application proceedings to be quasi—judicial. See

Cooper, 101 Idaho at 411, 614 P.2d at 951 (overturning

Dawson and

holding due process

requirements apply to land use decisions).

Gem

County considered the Application from the

opposed to correctly recognizing
constraints on

its

as a quasi-judicial

its

legislative or political

status as a quasi-judicial decision—maker and the attendant

discretion to grant or

deny the Application. By failing to recognize

body and acting instead under the guise of
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standpoint as

a legislative or political

its

function

body

(which would have greater discretion and would be subject to less scrutiny over

Gem

County violated the Rouwenhorsts’ due process

1228. Therefore,

Gem

Was

Gem

decisions),

See Hawkins at 232, 254 P.3d at

County prejudiced the Rouwenhorsts’ substantial

Gem

3.

rights.

its

rights.

County Erroneously Argues the Rouwenhorsts’ Rezone Application

Incomplete

County impliedly argues the Rouwenhorsts’ substantial

rights

were not prejudiced

because they did not submit a development plan with their rezone application. Appellant’s

Once

Brief, p. 17-18.

again,

Gem

County

concept plan to be submitted with

it

deemed the rezone

application

August

1,

to point to any ordinance-based requirement for a

Gem

rezone application.

County also ignores the

2018.”).

v.

Gem

County, illustrates

Services

Department on

County cannot now claim that the application was incomplete.

Kootenai County, 148 Idaho 937, 231

Gem

P.

3d 1034 (2010), the case cited to by

County’s mistake. Noble applied for authorization t0 develop a

subdivision under Kootenai County’s development code, which include a Flood

Prevention Ordinance (”Flood Ordinance”).

Ordinance contained

Id.

at 938-40,

a section pertaining to subdivisions

certain information with the application.

Id.

231

P.

3d

at 1035-37.

Damage
The Flood

and required an applicant to provide

This Court noted that:

Section 3.2(F) of the Flood Ordinance, pertaining to subdivisions,
requires that

provided or
shall

fact that

application complete prior to any public hearings. See R. 122 (”The

was received and deemed complete by the Development

Noble

Gem

a

fails

is

"

[w]here base flood elevation data has not been
not available from another authoritative source,

it

be generated by the developer's engineer for projects which
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contain at least 5 lots or 5 acres (whichever

is

|ess)."

Here, the BFE

information was not available from another authoritative source,

and was, therefore, to be generated by Applicants' engineer for
the project.

Id.

In

231 P.3d 1038.

at 941,

Noble, the ordinance

in

question specified the information that was to be provided and

obligated the applicant to provide the information.

anything

A

in its

code that requires an applicant for

robust concept plan

is

a

contrast,

In

Gem

County has not pointed to

rezone to provide a robust concept plan.

not a requirement of the governing ordinances

concerning a rezone application — or a development agreement application.

abused

its

due to the

discretion by denying the Application

A

city's

lack of a

basis, or

in

Gem

Gem

County

County

development concept

actions are considered arbitrary and capricious

without a rational

in

if

plan.

made

disregard of the facts and

circumstances, or without adequate determining principles. This

Court

will

not substitute

its

bounds of

acts within the

judgment

its

for that of a city

A

discretion.

considered an abuse of discretion

when

city's

when

it

actions are

the actions are arbitrary,

capricious or unreasonable.

Lane Ranch, 145 Idaho

In

at 91,

175 P.3d

at 780.

Lane Ranch, the applicant submitted an application to the

construction of a private road.

Id.

at 88—89,

175

dealt with the application for a private road.

Id.

P.

3d

at 89,

City of

Sun Valley for the

at 777—78. Title 7 of the

175 P.3d

at 778.

Sun Valley Code

Sun Valley deemed the

application incomplete and required the applicant to also seek design review and subdivision

approval for the construction of the private road, even though no subdivision was planned.
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Id.

The applicant appealed the determination the application to construct the private road

was incomplete because
subdivision.

Court.

Id.

Id.

The

it

district

did not also contain an application for design review

to also apply for design review and subdivision approval

construct the private road.

Id.

at 90—91,

175 P.3d

a

was upheld by the Idaho Supreme

court reversed the decisions and

The Supreme Court held that Sun Valley abused

and for

its

discretion

in

requiring Lane Ranch

connection with the application to

in

at 779—80.

The Court reviewed

Title 7 of

the

Sun Valley Code and determined there was no reference to any need to simultaneously apply
for design review

road.

Id.

and subdivision approval

This Court noted that

if

in

connection with the construction of a private

Sun Valley wanted to require private road construction to be

governed by the code sections dealing with design review and subdivision approval,
have drafted

its

city

code accordingly, but did not.

unreasonably interpreted

this

its

its

code to require

Id.

it

could

This Court held that Sun Valley

a design review

and subdivision application, which

Court held was an abuse of discretion that violated Lane Ranch’s substantial right to have

application considered under the applicable standards.

The

situation at

hand

is

similar.

Gem

County denied the Application because

include a ”robust concept plan”. However, the zoning

of the

Gem

County Code) do not reference

a

Id.

amendment ordinances

concept plan or

with a request for a rezone. The concept plan requirement

ordinances, Title 12 of the

Gem

County Code. See

Gem

is

need to include

found

in

(found

a

did not

in Title

11

concept plan

the subdivision

County Code § 12-3-3 (requiring

submission to a concept plan to be considered by the county
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a

it

in a

pre-application meeting and

comment

then presented to the public for

during a pre-hearing neighborhood meeting — at

which time the public could ask questions about the concept
By denying the Application due to a lack of
interpreted

a

plan).

concept plan,

Gem

ordinances and violated the Rouwenhorsts substantial right to have the

its

Application considered under the proper standards. There

is

no requirement

zoning ordinance to include a concept plan with a rezone application.

discretion

denying the Application because

in

County unreasonably

violated the Rouwenhorsts’

correct legal standard

The

F.

due process

— which

District

it

did not include one. That

rights to

Court Did Not Abuse

Gem

County’s

County abused

its

abuse of discretion

have the Application considered under the

a substantial right.

is

Gem

in

Its

See Hawkins

at 232,

Discretion in

Awarding Rouwenhorsts’

254 P.3d

at 1228.

Attorney Fees

The

District

without a reasonable basis

wrong

legal

Gem

Court held

in

County

fact or law

”failed to follow

by requiring

a

own

ordinances, and acted

concept plan and by considering the

standard” and awarded the Rouwenhorsts’ costs and attorney fees pursuant to

Idaho Code § 12-117(1).

R.

419.

Gem

County appealed

standard of review for this holding and failed to argue

discretion

its

in

award but

how the

failed to cite to

District

Court abused

the

its

awarding costs and attorney fees to the Rouwenhorsts.

Under Idaho Code section 12—117(1),
state agency

this

.

.

.

and

a person,

.

.

.

"

in

any proceeding involving as adverse parties a

the court hearing the proceeding,

.

.

.

shall

award the

prevailing party reasonable attorney's fees, witness fees and other reasonable expenses,
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if it

finds that the nonprevailing party acted without a reasonable basis in fact or law."

”

Where an

agency has no authority to take

a particular action,

law." Fischer

141 Idaho 349, 356, 109 P.3d 1091, 1098 (2005), overruled on

v.

City of Ketchum,

other grounds by City of Osburn

it

acts without a reasonable basis

a district court's decision granting attorney fees

Idaho Code section 12—117 under the abuse of discretion standard. City of Osburn

into

at 908,

”whether the

277 P.3d
trial

Whether

at 355.

judge:

(1) [c]orrectly

within the outer boundaries of

its

a trial court has

v.

My Fun

Gem

v.

Life,

Schweitzer Fire

it;

and

(4)

reached

its

discretion

Dist.,

18—19 (arguing

therefore District Court erred

in

(2)

acted

trial

court abused

its

discretion." Schweitzer

163 Idaho 186, 189, 408 P.3d 1258, 1261 (2017).

District Court’s decision

Brief, p.

an inquiry

decision by the exercise of

District Court. Rather,

Gem

on the merits of the petition forjudicial review was

wrong — and therefore the Rouwenhorsts should not have been considered the
See Appellant’s

is

163 Idaho 856, 867, 421 P.3d 187, 198 (2018). "The

County does not point to any abuse of discretion by the

County argues the

its

discretion; (3) acted consistently with the legal standards

appellant bears the burden of showing that the

Basin Water Co.

abused

under

Randel,

v.

perceived the issue as one of discretion;

applicable to the specific choices available to

reason.” Lunneborg

fact or

Randel, 152 Idaho 906, 277 P.3d 353 (2012).

v.

The Idaho Supreme Court reviews

152 Idaho

in

Gem

prevailing party.

County correctly denied the application and

awarding attorney

fees).

If

this

Court upholds the

District

Court’s decision reversing the denial of the rezone application, this Court must also uphold the

award of attorney

fees.
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In

any event, the

District

Court did not abuse

its

discretion in awarding the

Rouwenhorsts’ attorney fees.

The

1.

Court correctly perceived the attorney fee issue as one of

District

discretion.

The

District

Whether or not
district court’s

Court acknowledged the attorney fee award was discretionary. See

a party has acted

without a reasonable basis

in

law

is

”properly

left

The

District

Court acted within the outer boundaries of

its

This Court has held a political subdivision acts without a reasonable basis

ignores well settled precedent and acts outside

its

City of Ketchum,

141 Idaho

boundaries of

discretion

authority

its

at 356,

in

109 P.3d

at 1098.

The

in

law

when

awarding fees based on

Gem

v.

v.

Court acted within the

County ignoring

its

it

decision,

this Court’s

and acting outside

its

requiring a concept plan be submitted with the rezone application.

3.

The

In light

of

under the wrong

District

its

Court acted consistently with the applicable legal standards

determination that

legal

Gem

County erroneously considered the Application

standard and had no authority to require a concept plan with a rezone,

the District Court acted within the applicable legal standards

§ 12—117.

discretion

3d 639, 649 (2008); Fischer

P.

District

Cooper, citing to the wrong standard of review for

in

to the

authority. See Exce/l Construction, Inc.

Idaho Dep’t of Commerce and Labor, 145 Idaho 783, 793, 186

in

471.

reasoned judgment.” Osburn, 152 Idaho at 908, 277 P.3d at 355.

2.

decision

R.

Gem

County has never addressed
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its

citation to the

in

awarding fees under Idaho Code

wrong

legal

standard or

its

legal

basis for requiring a concept plan with a rezone application

found was unreasonable under

The

4.

The

District

Court reached

Court spent several pages of

Gem

acted without a reasonable basis

G.

District

Court correctly

this Court’s precedent.

District

Review assessing the actions of

— which the

in

its

its

decision by the exercise of reason

Decision and Order on Petition for Judicial

County and based

its

determination that

Gem

County

law on a welI-reasoned analysis.

Request for Attorney Fees on Appeal

The Rouwenhorsts request an award of attorney fees on appeal pursuant to Idaho Code
§ 12—117.

Unless otherwise provided by statute,

in

any proceeding

involving as adverse parties a state agency or a political

subdivision and a person, the state agency, political subdivision or

the court hearing the proceeding, including on appeal, shall award
the prevailing party reasonable attorney’s fees, witness fees and
other reasonable expenses,

if it

finds that the nonprevailing party

acted without a reasonable basis

Idaho Code § 12-117(1). Idaho Code § 12-117

is

in

fact or law.

not a completely discretionary statute; but

provides that the court shall award attorney fees where the

with a reasonable basis

in

action. Idaho Dep't of Law

Gem
failing to

fact or law in a

Enforcement

County acted without

address

all

a

v.

political subdivision did

proceeding involving a person

K/uss,

who

125 Idaho at 685, 873 P.2d

reasonable basis

in

it

not act

prevails in the

at 1338.

fact or law in bringing this appeal

by

of the grounds of the District Court’s decision to reverse the denial of the

Rouwenhorsts’ rezone application. See Waller
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v.

State, Dept. of Health

and Welfare, 146 Idaho

234, 192 P.3d 1058, (2008) (awarding attorney fees under § 12-117

district court’s legal

address the

Rouwenhorsts
t0 the

its

wrong

and factual

filed their Petition for Judicial

legal

standard for

its

Gem

Review

Gem

in this

the appellant failed to

County was put on notice when the
matter that

Gem

County had cited

review of the rezone application — and that

decision on the rezone application

cited to by

findings).

when

was

a ”legislative” decision

was wrong —

its

position that

as the case

it

County as establishing the applicable standard of review was overruled. See

R.

331-33. The Rouwenhorsts highlighted this error throughout the proceedings before the District

Court. See

R. 17;

91,

||.

204-207; 223; 331;

considered the rezone under the wrong

application

was

a legislative act as

legal

Gem
reversing

now on

its

District

Court held

standard by claiming

opposed to

inexplicably failed to address this error on

so before the District Court and

& 403. The

its

— despite having

County

decision on the

a judicial matter. R. 419.

part

Gem

Gem

County

several opportunities to

do

appeal.

County’s failure to address each of the District Court’s holdings and bases for

Gem

County’s denial of the rezone application renders this appeal unreasonable. See

Waller, 146 Idaho at 240, 192 P.3d at

1064 see also
;

City of Blackfoot

v.

Spackman, 162 Idaho

302, 310-11, 396 P.3d 1184, 1192-93, (2017) (awarding fees against appellant under § 12-

117(1)

when

appellant failed to appeal both grounds for the adverse decision and continued to

assert arguments without any

98,

new

analysis or authority); Castringo

v.

McQuade, 141 Idaho

106 P.3d 419, 424 (2005) (awarding fees against appellant that was advised of the

applicable law, but continued to litigate without adding
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new

analysis or authority).

93,

The Rouwenhorsts request

Gem

based on

this

Court also find the appeal by

Gem

County unreasonable

County’s failure to address the District Court’s determination that

failed to follow

its

own

in its

Gem

County glosses over the

ordinances and, without any citations to

not use the subdivision ordinance, did not even refer to

County has never

County

ordinances by requiring the Rouwenhorsts to submit a development

concept plan with their rezone application. On appeal,
such requirement

Gem

cited to anything to support

its

it....”

its

lack of

ordinances, claims

Appellant’s Brief,

p. 19.

it

any

”did

Gem

requirement for a concept plan — even after

the District Court pointed out the absence of authority and that concept plans are only required

for subdivision

development

As noted above,

Gem

applications.

County

failed to

appeal the

County considered the application under the wrong
that

it

”acted with a reasonable basis

standard”(Appe//ant’s Brief,

Enterprises, Inc.

it

to

v.

p.

18)

in

Gem

legal standard.

holding that

While

Gem

Gem

County argues

both fact and law and applied the appropriate legal

County never addressed

its

Blaine County as the applicable standard nor has

deny the rezone application because 0f

a robust

District Court’s

ITD’s concerns

citation to

it

Dawson

offered any legal basis for

about access permits or the lack of

concept plan.

The Rouwenhorsts request

this

Court award them their costs and attorney fees incurred

on appeal pursuant to Idaho Code § 12—117(1).
V.

CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth above, the Rouwenhorsts the Court deny the appeal and
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remand the matter back

to

Gem

County with instructions to consider the Application under the

correct legal standard. The Rouwenhorsts also request the Court find they are the prevailing

party and are entitled to an award of attorney fees on appeal.

DATED

this

A

day of

May

2020.

STACEY & PARKS, PLLC.
By:
/S/ Matthew Parks
Matthew C. Parks, Of the firm
Attorneys for Petitioner
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